FUEL TR
ANSFER UNITS
TRANSFER
industries incorporated

SUNTEC offers a brand new range of products, based on its gear pump experience.
We are pleased to present you the SUNTEC FFuel
uel TTransfer
ransfer Units (electrical motor,
hydraulic pump, measuring instruments and equipment assemblies).
These units could be used in various applications, among these :
transfer loop (when the storage tank is distant to the burner)
delivery oil from the tank to one or more burner.
They are available from 100 to 1000 GpH and able to pump up to 15'.
SUNTEC Fuel Transfer Unit (example)

They will fit all types of fuels, from kerosene to fuel oil #6 and including biofuels.
These Fuel Transfer Units are designed according to your needs - select the different
elements and applications : motor, fuel, pressure, installation settings, adaptor and
accessories; and we will answer to your request.

We are available to answer all your demands.
Please do not hesitate to contact us: info@suntecpumps.com
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Fuel Transfer Units available from 100 to 1000 GpH
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FUEL TR
ANSFER UNIT TTA/T
A/T
TRANSFER
industries incorporated

100 - 1000 GpH

Pressure :

30 - 150 psi
 100 - 580 psi




Motor speed :
 1425 rpm
 1725 rpm
 2850 rpm
 3450 rpm






Capacity (please fill in) :
........GpH @ .......psi

SUNTEC
offers you
the ideal fuel
transfer unit
that fits your
application :

OIl type :
 Kerosene
 Fuel oil #2 and #3, B5
 B10
 Fuel oil #4 to #6






Pump
with or without integral
pressure regulator "C"configuration
(anti-clockwise rotation,
seen from
shaft end)

Viscosity(please fill in) :
......... cSt @
...... °F

you select the
components that
satisfy your need ...

Installation :
 one pipe
 two pipe

Frequency :
 50 Hz
 60 Hz







Pan :
 yes

 no

give dimensions
Silentbloc :
 yes
 no




Piping and accessories :
pressure gauge,
vacuum gauge, filter,...
list the components
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